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MAXLOAD2.INI file 

The maxload2.ini contains the paths that tell the software where to find its data, license and sets 
many parameters that the software depends upon. Being able to identify the location of the 
maxload2.ini file that the program is using can be very important when troubleshooting. 
 
The System Info dialog box under, the Help | About MaxLoad Pro menu contains the main path 
locations like, Command Line, App Path, and INI Path.  The INI Path shows the location of the 
maxload2.ini file that is being used. (default being in the C:\Windows or C:\WINNT directory). 
 
Note:  The Command Line Path shows which, if any, command line parameters are being used. 
If you want to specify a differentmaxlaod2.ini file then do a right-click on the MaxLoad Pro 
shortcut, and under the shortcut tab add the –ini command line parameter to the target path (after 
...max2pro\maxload.exe" add a space, then -ini= <Path> and type the complete path to the 
specific file you want to use). 
 
[MaxLoad] 
 
 AppPath: Points to location of maxload.exe and license files, full rights required. 

 DBPath: MaxLoad Pro data is stored in a folder by the name ‘Data’.  DBPath points to the 
location of that folder.  All users should have full read and write access to the Data folder 

 DefaultsPath: Points to the data folder 

 LanguagePath: Points to the language folder.  Language folder contains the various language 
files, in which the software can be used and some software defaults 

 GraphicsPath: Points to the max2pro directory, where mostly the graphics used in the 
software are saved 

 LogoPath: Points to the locations where users have saved their company logo 

 Version: MaxLoad Pro release version 

 User: Indicates the last user to login 

 MultiPrint: The default settings for multi print preview.  This is for internal use and should 
not be changed by the user 

 ShowLabels: This field is marked “TRUE” if you want labels to show on SKU’s in the Print 
Preview mode, else “FALSE” 

 DAO: Version of DAO being used 

 KeepMFTDays:  KeepMFTDays=No. of days of for which you want to keep the manifest 

eg: KeepMFTDays=20 means that any manifest older than last 20 days from today will be 
deleted 

[Display] 
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 WindowSize: Size of the MaxLoad Pro window before the last logout  

 Maximized: This tells how the TOPS Pro window was when the user last logged out of the 
software.  TRUE means that the TOPS Pro window was fully maximized.  Whereas, FALSE 
means that the window was resized 

 SnapToolBar: This field is marked “TRUE” if you want the Snap Toolbar visible in the Edit 
mode, else “FALSE” 

 AlignToolBar: This field is marked “TRUE” if you want the Align Toolbar visible in the 
Edit mode, else “FALSE” 

 

[MaxloadSetup] 

 

[SKUFields] 

 Dimensions: This field is marked “TRUE” if you want the dimensions field visible in the 
SKU List, else “FALSE” 

 Weight: This field is marked “TRUE” if you want the Weight field visible in the SKU List, 
else “FALSE” 

 Information: This field is marked “TRUE” if you want the Information field visible in the 
SKU List, else “FALSE” 

 

[Recent File List] 

This section includes list of the manifests which were last accessed in the MaxLoad Pro program  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


